It is important to increase the security and robustness of power grids under a variety of events. In this case, "vulnerability analysis" is usually used to identify the most vulnerable elements of a power grid under different hazards. There are different kinds of methodology to identify vulnerability such as complex network, logical, functional methods and Monte Carlo simulation. In this work, the complex network, Swiss power grid, and seismic hazard are used as an approach, a test system, and a scenario, respectively. First, Swiss power grid is modeled using Gephi software and five different metrics of the complex network method are applied to the model. Then, TOPSIS as a multi-criteria decision method is used to combine the results of the previous step. Finally, to find out the most exposed nodes in the case of an earthquake, Swiss seismic hazard data is used and combined with TOPSIS outputs. The results show well the critical locations of power grid due to the seismic hazard.
Introduction
Today more than ever, electrical energy has become a key commodity to any growing society. Recent data show that climate change leads to increase number of extreme weather disasters, thus increasing the likelihood of severe impacts on power grid (big power outage, blackouts). In addition, many developments and changes in power grids such as decentralizing electricity generation, intermittent renewable generation and so on, might increase its complexity [1] . In USA, for example, the annual impact of weather-related blackouts ranges from $20 to $55 billion and the trend of such events shows that their frequency has increased over the last 30 years. Therefore, evaluating the robustness of critical infrastructures (CI) is mandatory to improve their design and control systems and reduce their vulnerability to unpredictable events [2] . "Vulnerability analysis" in power systems is important so as to determine how vulnerable a power system is in case of any unforeseen catastrophic events and is used to detect and rank the most critical elements of a power grid under a variety of scenarios such as natural disasters and so on [3] .
There are different forms of vulnerability, including physical, social, organizational, economic, environmental, territorial and systemic vulnerabilities [4] . Among different type of vulnerabilities, physical and systemic vulnerabilities are more common in the risk and vulnerability analyses. Physical vulnerability represents the degree of loss of an element due to external pressure such as natural hazard while systemic vulnerability represents the degree of redundancy, functionality and dependency of an element in a system or the system as a whole due to failure of each element in the system or failure of interconnected systems [5] . In this work, systemic vulnerability is focused on identifying the degree of redundancy, functionality and dependency of elements inside a power grid.
The goal of this work is to carry out a vulnerability analysis of the Swiss power grid and in particular:  to determine the Swiss power grid's inherent systemic vulnerability to a natural disaster to lessen the probability of a blackout,  to identify the critical components, which in case of failure, could cause large consequences.
The rest of this report is organized as follows: first, used methodology and required data are introduced in section 2. Then, model of Swiss power grid is presented in section 2.4. Finally, in section 3, different results for vulnerability analysis of Swiss power grid are compared and systemic vulnerability of power grid due to seismic hazard is also presented. The conclusion will be provided in section 4.
2
Methodology and data methods are between them. In this work, complex network analysis is selected because it is the fastest among them and can be achieved with the data at hand. A network in CNA is composed of a set of nodes or vertices (in reality, substations or power plants in a power system) that are connected to each other by means of links or edges, e.g., power transmission lines in a power grid. In CNA, some metrics and indices (centralities) have been developed to identify that some nodes and edges are more critical or more important in a network than others are. The concept of centrality is from the idea that the closer a person to others is, the more important and critical information he/she holds. In turn, he/she has more power, and greater influence [2] .
Complex network method
In purely complex network analysis, the basis is the mapping of buses and transmission lines of power grids to nodes and edges, respectively. The defined centralities in complex network theory are used to analyze their vulnerability. Metrics and centralities in complex network theory can be divided into two groups. The first one calculates the closeness of nodes/edges to each other such as degree and closeness centralities. The second group is based on how nodes/edges stand between the others, for instance, efficiency (shortest-path) or flow betweenness centralities. However, there are other centralities that combine two above mentioned ideas such as delta centrality (or Δ centralities) and combined degreebetweenness centrality [6] .
Degree: degree probability distribution can show topological features of a network.
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Closeness: closeness centrality is defined as the sum of all its shortest paths and can be used to quantify how rapidly the information injected in each node spreads in the network [7] . − 1 ∑   Betweenness: betweenness measures the ratio and total number of shortest paths in a graph and as a result, nodes with high values of the metric can be designated to control or regulate information flowing within a network [7] .
Eigenvector Centrality: The eigenvector centrality is based on the idea that a node is important if it is connected to other important nodes [8].
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PageRank (PR) algorithm:
The essence of PR algorithm is that the rank of a node will be certainly high if the node is linked from a high-ranked one [9] .
 
Where in (1-5): G is the graph descriptive of the structure of the real network with N nodes, i, j, k ∈ G. a ij is 1 if node i is connected to node j. d ij is the shortest path from node i to node j; n jk (i) is the number of shortest paths that contain i; n jk is the number of shortest paths from node k to node j. λ and W ij are a constant and weight respectively. q is the damping factor, which would be set to 0.85, and D is equal to the number of the directed transmission lines.
Multi-criteria decision methods (MCDM)
For vulnerability and risk analyses of complex networks, there is no holistic analysis to integrate the structural, static, dynamic, operational features and complexity of these networks and instead, the so-called reductionist methods are proposed such as complex network methods, power flow methods, logical methods, functional methods and Monte Carlo simulation. So, important or critical measures (indices) based on different definitions lead to different ranking results. Therefore, these results should be combined with approaches such as multi-criteria decision methods (MCDM) and provide a unique ranking from different measures to be useful for decision makers.
The Technique for Order Preferences by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is one of the MCDM to find a best alternative that is the closest to the positive ideal solution and farthest to the negative ideal solution [10] . In this work, TOPSIS is used to combine different complex network metrics introduced in the previous subsection.
Required data
According to reference [1] , earthquakes, storms, floods, landslides and heat waves are among the major causes of electricity blackouts during natural disasters. These events can destroy or damage the electrical infrastructures and trigger cascading effects. Earthquake is one of the most important hazards that can affect different parts of power system such as nodes (generator, transformers, substation and control centers) and edges (overhead line and cables). It should be noted that in each country one of natural hazards are the major according to historical records and based on their frequency and impacts. Storms are more frequent in Switzerland but earthquakes are more costly [11], herein, seismic hazard is selected as our scenario. The data on seismic hazard for Switzerland and its assumptions (see Figure 1 ) is provided by European Facilities for Earthquake Hazard and Risk (EFEHR) [12] . Spectral Acceleration (SA) is approximately what is experienced by a building during earthquakes. Short buildings (less than 7 stories) have short natural periods (0.2 to 0.6 sec) [13] . Buildings and structures in our case (substations and transformers) are usually in this category and have heights less than 2 stories tall. That is why 4 Hz (0.25 s) is selected for this goal. In addition, the choice of return period depends on the importance of the structure for the functioning of the society. Because a power grid is one of the most important infrastructure, one needs to consider the highest return period as it provides the highest level of expected spectral acceleration the infrastructure will be submitted to.
Swiss power grid modelling
The power grid topology is achieved from comparing 
Results
Data gathering and modelling of power grid (the nodes that can be substations, power plants, etc. and the lines are assumed a straight line between nodes) are discussed in the previous sections. In this section, the modelled grid is used and at first, the five centralities for this topology are calculated. Table 1 shows top five important nodes in Swiss grid using different metrics. As shown in Figure 3 and Table 1 , the results are not exactly the same because of different definitions and criteria used for the analysis. For instance, Node 12, located north of Switzerland, is the most important node according to three metrics, while for the last two metrics; it appears at the 3rd and 4th rank. The node Mettlen is another example, being at the 2nd rank for 4 metrics, and 1st in one metrics.
Therefore, depending on the criteria (indices) used, the analysis leads to different ranking results. So, these results should be combined with approaches such as MCDM in order to provide a unique ranking from different measures to be useful for decision makers. Herein, TOPSIS is used to combine different complex network metrics calculated above. Figure 3f and Table 2 show the results of TOPSIS. According to the results, node Mettlen is the most important and critical node in Swiss power grid without considering its environment. The magnitudes in this figure are TOPSIS results and are dimensionless. In Figure 3 , the more one (bigger circle) is the more vulnerable node.
Finally, we need to consider the position of nodes in relation to seismic hazard to define what would be the most exposed nodes in case of earthquakes. In order to achieve this task, hazard data were extracted using ArcMap software from downloaded shape-file are combined by multiplying the value of the spectral acceleration as a weight with the value obtained from the TOPSIS analysis using MATLAB programming. As shown in Table 3 , node "Creux de Chippis" is the most node at risk in Switzerland when considering seismic hazard. Figure 4 shows the most critical nodes in regards with seismic hazard. 
Conclusion
"Vulnerability analysis" of power systems is used to detect and rank the most critical elements of a power grid under a variety of attack scenarios. On the other hand, the robustness of CIs must be evaluated to improve their design and control systems, and to reduce the vulnerability to unpredictable events. In this work, the main goal was calculation of vulnerability in Swiss power grid. So, it is modelled using Gephi and five different measures of complex network method such as degree, betweenness, closeness, PageRank, eigenvector centralities are calculated. Then, these measures are combined using TOPSIS method and a unique importance ranking is calculated. These results are then combined with seismic hazard to identify the more exposed nodes.
It is shown that important and critical nodes are different for different scenarios. Node "Creux de Chippis" is the most important node in Switzerland due to seismic hazard while node Mettlen is the most important and critical node in Swiss power grid without considering their environment.
